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1.Project Overview:

1. 1.GolCoin: 
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GolCoin is a cryptocurrency built on trust, with an ecosystem providing a secure and transpar-
ent way for users to transact with each other. 

The solid community and the innovative vision are GolCoin’s keys to success despite the volatile 
market conditions. 

Seeing a vast increase in holders and new community members, GolCoin attracts investors with 
the new Roadmap and high guaranteed APY offered in the staking pool GolStaking, which re-
wards users for holding GolCoin in their wallets. 

The ecosystem allows users to easily buy, sell, and trade GolCoins, NFTs, in addition to creating 
virtual worlds and interacting with each other. 

Starting with Golex, a MENA-focused secure cryptocurrency exchange, GolCoin will continue 
taking on a global scope, attracting crypto aficionados and newcomers alike.

It is the GolCoin goal to connect realities and to impact lives with digital currencies, from for-
ward-thinking cryptocurrencies to a modern decentralized exchange and growing ecosystem, 
with a team comprised of Web03 disrupters with expertise spanning from serial entrepreneur-
ship to blockchain, marketing, engineering prowess, and beyond.

GolCoin's interoperability is made possible by its use of the Interledger Protocol (ILP), which en-
ables near-instantaneous transactions across different ledgers, without the need for a third 
party to hold or manage user funds, allowing users to move their GOL tokens between different 
blockchain ecosystems, as well as exchanging them for other assets without being locked into 
any one ecosystem.



1. 2. Mission:

1. 3. Achieved           
       Goals:

Believing in economic equity and freedom, GolCoin has emerged to safeguard people’s wealth 
and to bridge them with a futuristic investment plan.
Presenting an ecosystem curated using the world’s top-notch tech and most creative minds 
behind, GolCoin aspires to eliminate the old investing issues and to diversify the economic 
structure in the world of WEB3.0 to maximize profit and value for everyone. 

 
 Up to 40,000 community Members, 90% are Arabic speakers
 The #1 in weekly top gainers in coin market cap for the month of July.
 The #2 top trend in CoinMarketCap for the month of July.
 Trend in 62 crypto news.
 MENA’s most prominent cryptocurrency.
 One of the most globally recognized digital currencies in 2022 .    
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2. Ecosystem:

2.1. Golex:

2.2 GolStaking:

Being one of the best crypto exchanges in the MENA region, Golex cryptocurrency trading 
platform, regulates and facilitates the relationship between seller and buyer; in addition to 
providing a great deal of liquidity that maximizes the speed of the trading process.

Golex collects a very low fee of 0.1% with each trade and withdrawal made on the platform, 
and with them GolCoin makes the buy-back also known as a share repurchase and sends 
them to the burn wallet to increase the price of the GolCoin.
Golex controls trading operations from opening to full closure and also provides an escrow 
service to ensure that transactions are safe and secure.

With its user-friendly interface and top-notch security features, Golex is highly reliable and a 
great option for those looking to invest in cryptocurrencies, using advanced encryption tech-
nology that protects user data to assure the optimum security of each transaction.

GolStaking is a simple Platform to invest and earn interest on GolCoin assets, with weekly paid 
and tracked to the second annual interest. GolStaking rewards users for participating in the 
network, offering a Percentage of Profits on Opening Balance Staked starting from 175% up to 
220% annualy.
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2. Ecosystem:

2.3. Agartha:

2.3.1 MetaGol:

As the world has adopted the metaverse with the entrance of the largest technology entities 
like Meta, Microsoft, and Google - in addition to industry and societal leaders, web3.0 has 
dominated the future and is waiting to be invested. 

Residing in the universal digital destination of VR environments and web3,  Agharta.io is a 
virtual world powered by the Unreal Engine 5, for traders and cryptocurrency enthusiasts. 

Agharta.io is a new decentralized, social VR world bringing incredibly immersive and realistic 
interactive experiences to life with groundbreaking new features that provide a generational 
leap in visual fidelity, and enable worlds to be fully dynamic.

3D avatars will be the primary means to communicate and engage with one another, to pro-
vide a shared environment and economy regardless of location boundaries. 

Agharta.io embarks on the next evolution of Crypto, NFTs and E-commerce, linking real life 
assets to the immersive experience with its interconnected portals that includes:

An innovative VR game,  as  the perfect evolution in a long line of social technologies, cover-
ing a great shortcoming that exists in the digital world achieving the unprecedented vision.
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A central social network for broadcasting news, conducting social conversations for other digital 
currency communities. MetaConnect aims to cover the existing shortcomings in the digital 
world, as it adopts the principle of the ease of use to achieve the largest possible user base.

2. Ecosystem:

2.4. NFT MarketPlace:

2.3.2 MetaConnect:

A messaging & Calling cross-platform application that focuses on speed, privacy and security. 
MetaNow users can securely exchange messages with high encryption capabilities including 
photos, videos and documents of any type and format, and compatible with HOLOGRAM
technology.

2.3.3 MetaNow:

NFT marketplace is here to present the second generation of NFTs to the world. One of the big-
gest concerns about NFTs has always been that they usually have no practical utility and are 
mostly used as digital collectibles. But the next generation is the Utility Non-Fungible tokens, 
which are going to add real value and create facilitating solutions.
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3. Branding:

3.1. Logo

The brand is elevated with a unique identity, a more secure system and 
upgradable contract. In addition, GolCoin will announce a precise mechanism 
on coinmarketcap and Etherscan to be reachable and transparent at any 
time.

In order to have the propeller image of GolCoin, the brand has a 3-dimensional look that suits 
the futuristic plan of GolCoin.

Tesseract * Grid Substracted G GolCoin GolCoin



3.2. Colors The color palette used for GolCoin reflects its uniqueness, creativity and inventivity by using 
the purple color which represents mystery, fantasy and the future. And orange which is used to 
portray youth, energy and boldness. 
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3.3. Web 3D As GolCoin is evolving, it leverages the user experience starting from the very beginning, 
therefore, the website was developed with 3D designs, creating more engaging immersive 
interfaces that evokes emotions through interacting with 3D elements, to make users feel more 
connected and to deepen their experiences with GolCoin by tapping into their senses.

3.4. Blockchains GolCoin is connected to Tron, Ethereum and BSC Networks,  as a part of upgrading its features 
to enhance security, privacy and speed of the transactions. 
In addition to giving the users more options to choose from in lights of fees and compatibility 
and by so listing GolCoin on various platforms.
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ERC

BSC

TRC
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4. Tokenomics

With a max supply of 
290,000,000 Gol

GOL 245M

GOL 45M

Ecosystem

Golchain Agartha
NFT Mining

Reserved

Team Marketing Exchanges

Staking Airdrop

15.52%

Our token has a comprehensive 
structure that powers its 
ecosystem and holds 245 Million 
Gols whereas, the reserved is 
going to be 45 Million Gol

%84.48
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%32.65
%28.57
%20.41
%18.37

GOL 80M
GOL 70M
GOL 50M
GOL 45M

%84.48Ecosystem

GOL 10M
GOL 10M
GOL 15M
GOL 5M
GOL 5M

22.22%
22.22%
33.33%
11.11%
11.11%

Reserved 15.52%

Golchain

Agartha 

NFT Project

Mining Project

Team
Staking

Exchanges

Airdrop

Marketing

4. Tokenomics
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4. Tokenomics
Chains Distribution

%27.59
%24.14
%17.24
%15.52
%15.52

Golchain
Agartha 
NFT Project
Mining Project
Reserved

each project holds the same 
percentage of the total 
amount of GOLs on each 
network, Which is distributed 
as follows: 

ERC

BSC

TRC

%25 ERC
%25BSC
%50TRC
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1. Golcoin

2. Agartha

3. Staking Platform

4. NFT Marketplace

5. Mining Project

6. Golex

7. Golchain

MetaNow (Meeting Platform).
MetaConnect (Social Media Platform).
MetaGol (VR Game).

5. Diagrams of the  
  Ecosystem
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Golchain: Infrastructure of the ecosystem.
Golcoin: Feul of the Ecosystem.

Staking
Platform

NFT
Marketplace

Golex

Agartha

MetaNow
(Meeting Platform)

MetaGol
(VR Game)

MetaConnect
(Social Media Platform)

Transactions are done on golchain in the future

5. Diagrams of the  
  Ecosystem
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5. Diagrams of the  
  Ecosystem

NFT Marketplace
(Normal collections)

Real world assets (phygitals)

Utility
Marketplace

Smart Contract

Delivered

NFT

NFT

NFT

NFT

Approved
Rejected

Burn

Normal
collections
Partner Marketplaces

NFT
Marketplace

Fizz NFT Marketplace Daigram.
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Creating a blockchain that is owned by GolCoin gives the coin great advantages such as im-
provement of security and trust, creates efficiencies in processing transactions, Visibility and 
traceability, and many more advantages that will help the coin and Investors.

6. Future Projects:

6.1 GolChain:

6.2 Mining project: To overcome the issues caused by the traditional mining process, GolCoin will be using Solar 
Power for its mining projects, since it is the best option for a sustainable future.
This project will be one of the most important GolCoin projects with a capital of 22,000,000 Euros, 
giving profits on both long and short terms, boosting GolCoin  presence on trading platforms and 
reflecting a reliable image for traders and cryptocurrency enthusiasts. 
Solar mining project will give a profit of 200% from the following:

  Profit from mining with USD
  Profit from the Bitcoin value increase
  Profit from GolStaking
  Profit from Electricity generated with Solar power
  Profit from Mining Project liquidity pool of 50,000,000 GOL.

Getting GolCoin listed on the major trading platforms to get more trading volume for the coin 
and make it accessible on as many platforms as possible.

6.3 Listing GOLC on 
major exchanges:
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7. Roadmap:

7.1 Golex
Launched Golex.io for secure, trusted digital asset trading and asset management services.

GolCoin upgraded its smart contract to make trading GolCoin easier as it will support many 
blockchains.

7.2 New Smart contract with advanced features 

To ensure the security and efficiency of our smart contract, we will submit it to the top smart 
contract audit service in the world “Certik”. 

Getting GolCoin listed on the major trading platforms to get more trading volume for the 
coin and make it accessible on as many platforms as possible.

7.3 Audit 

7.4 Official Launch 

7.5 Listing on the biggest exchanges 

Roadmap
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7. Roadmap:

7.6 GolStaking platform
Launched GolStaking as a simple Platform to invest and earn interest on GolCoin assets.

Launching Agharta as a portal into a new universe in the meta world to connect people 
in an unprecedented futuristic way. Agharta will contain different channels such as 
Metaconnect, Metagols, and MetaNow.

7.7 Agartha

This project will carry the 2nd generation of NFT marketplaces with utility NFTs that can be 
integrated into Agharta.

GolCoin will launch its own native blockchain for improving security and trust, through effi-
cient transactions processing, visibility and traceability.

7.8 NFT Marketplace 

7.4 Creating Golchain

GolCoin will start using Solar Power for its mining projects, since it is the best option for a 
sustainable future.

7.4 Mining project



8. Team:
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Board Members: CEO - Founder:         Sheikh Feras Abu Hdaib  
Partner:           Sheikh  Naser Al-Qasimi  
Vice President:         Dr. Hani Chaaban  
HR Manager:          Mohanad Al-Masri 

CTO - Project Manager:       Moustafa Allahham  
Administrative Manager:       Moad Achernan  
Strategy Director:         Amer Mbirek  
Marketing Director:        Omar Mbirek
Nft Marketplace CEO:        Asal Alizade 
Contact Center Manager:      Ismail El-Hajam  
Public Relationship Manager:      Nada Al-Mass

Project Leaders:

Marketing Department: Marketing executive & SEO :      Abdullah Al kaisi  
Marketing executive:        Ayman Lakhsassi 
Senior Graphic Designer:       Ayman Nakhleh  
Senior Graphic /UI Designer:       Akram Rbab
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Our Team: Senior Quality Assurance:      Rabee Abo Eid  
Senior Front-End Developer:       Ragheed Shnnar 
Senior Mobile Developer:       Abd Al-Rahman Helani 
Senior 3D/Motion Desginer :      Yamam Suliman 
Senior 3D/Motion Designer :                    Hamza Abbas 
Cyber Security Specialist:       Raza Mehmood  
Smart Contract Developer:      Hamza Shaikh  
Full Stack Engineer:        Amjad Al-Medani  
Back-End Developer:        Mohammad Jokhadar  
Front-End Developer:        Mohamd Al-Mhde 
Front-End Developer:        Nighil R    
Mobile Developer:         Deaa Lek   
Mobile Developer:         Yamen Abdulrahman 
UI-UX Designer:         Dina Bashaireh  
IT Administrator:         Yassin Al-Safadi  
Cloud Engineer;         Mohammad Youssef 




